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Turf Evolutions Putting Greens Installation Process 
 

Below you will find an abbreviated installation process for our TruLine Bentgrass putting 
greens. Our greens have a true roll, and will hold a shot giving the player a very natural 
response.   
 
Base Construction 
 
1. Remove the organic topsoil with skid steer or sod cutter and take off site.  
 
2. At the depth of compactable soil, make sure 

the base is sloped to drain any water that may 
protrude into base cavity.  Soils should be 
either crowned or sloped in one direction, then 
compacted with roller.  

 
3. Depending on surroundings, a drain tile may 

be needed on low side of green to take water 
away from cavity. In this case, dig trench 
large enough to lay in clean drain stone, 4” 
perforated drain tile, and cover with another layer of clean stone. 

 
4. Add and shape layer of ¾’- crushed stone within 2” of the height of surrounding 

grass, then compact with roller to 95%. 
 
5. Add and shape 2” of stone dust to make final 

grade.  The final grade should be a smooth 
and compacted as possible with undulations, 
crown or slope that was shaped in step 2.  

 
6. When compacting base you may have to keep 

material dampened to maximize compaction. 
 
**Base requirements may be less depending 
on region of the country. If solid sub grade in arid climate, may only need 2” on 
compacted fines/screenings. 
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Installing Cups 
 
1. Layout cups with customer and begin digging holes, with post-hole digger, for 

cup sleeve and cup. Try to set cups in areas where base is relatively flat and level.  
 
2. Dig hole with width of digger and approximately 12” deep. Save stone from base 

if possible. 
 
3. Will need 4” perforate drain tile to use as a 

sleeve for cups.  Cut tile to 18” in length.  
Make an 8-10” vertical cut down the drain 
tile, place cup inside and duct tape the gap, 
making cup snug inside tile.  The top of the 
cup and drain tile should be the same. 

 
4. After hole is dug and sleeve is made, place 

sleeve in hole and place stone around sleeve to level and make stable.  Each layer 
of material must be tamped tight around sleeve.  Once sleeve is stable and level to 
top of base, place a couple inches of fast setting, Quick Crete around sleeve, add 
water and tamp until stable.  Once Quick Crete is in and sleeve is stable and level, 
layer stone and Quick Crete around sleeve until blend is 1.5”-2” from the top.  At 
this point place stone dust around sleeve, tamp and smooth with trowel making 
sure it ties in seamlessly with surrounding base.   

 
Turf Layout/Seaming and Gluing 
 
1. On the smooth stone base, use marking paint to outline the outside shape of the 

Bentgrass Putting Green. 
 

2. Roll out the turf and cut the shape to match 
the outline, using standard carpet cutting 
knife. 

 
3. When two or more pieces are need for the 

size and shape of the green, the pieces will 
have to be seamed together. 

 
4. Using a carpet knife, trim the selvage edge off one piece of the turf and lay it over 

the second piece of turf.   
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5. Using a carpet seaming knife, closely follow the trim the selvaged edge while 
cutting the piece of turf underneath. 

 
6. Pull out the trimmed piece and lay the seam together and check for any gaps or 

overlapped pieces. 
 

7. Once the seam looks good, pull back both pieces of the seam turf to about 18” and 
place a 12” piece of geotextile down the seam line. 
 

8. Using glue and spatula spread adhesive to about 8” width down the middle of the 
geotextile where the seams will go together. 
 

9. Carefully lay down the pieces of Bentgrass and press the seam into the adhesive. 
 

10. Once the seam is complete, find the cup locations and cut the turf around the cup 
exposing the cup.  
 

11. Bring the cup level to about 1/8” below the turf level. 
 

12. Place the hole marker flags in the cups and enjoy. 
 

**If placing TruGrass around the Bentgrass putting surface, follow the steps below. 
 
13. At this point green will be in place, seamed and cut.  TruGrass for apron must be 

measured and cut to length and at least 5’ wide depending shape of green and 
amount of TruGrass on site.  

 
14. Roll back all four sides of the Bentgrass and place pieces of TruGrass under 

making sure to overlap painted line, which marks the edge of the Bentgrass. 
 
15. Place Bentgrass on top of TruGrass making sure there are no major wrinkles or 

bubbles. 
 
16. Using the same carpet knife with the foot, use 

Bentgrass as guideline and cut the shape of the 
inside apron which will be glued to the putting 
surface. 

 
17. Once all cuts are made and pieces are fit in, 

secure apron with sand bags so they do not lose 
their place.  Roll back Benrgrass again and 
remove wasted TruGrass. 
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18. Roll back inside edge of TruGrass and place pieces of geotextile over painted 

guideline on stone base and trace painted line with making pen or crayon. 
 
19. Repeat step 5 and secure with bags of sand. 
 
20. Once seams have had a chance to dry, cut outside of apron with carpet knife. 

 
21. To stand the fibers upright and add weight for ballast, top dress the TruGrass with 

two pounds of medium grade sand, per square foot. Once sand is in the TruGrass 
turf, brush against the grain with a stiff bristle broom. 
 

22. For added security, stake the TruGrass down with six inch spikes, every other 
foot.  
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